Federal entities may cease operations when they are established as a temporary entity, are abolished, or functions are transferred to state or local government or private control.

Description:

In order to centralize the disparate functions and responsibilities of those offices charged with overseeing and approving changes to Pennsylvania Avenue, Congress created in 1972 the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation (PADC). PADC was officially terminated on April 1, 1996, its goal of revitalizing Pennsylvania Avenue having been deemed fully met.
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1) PADC Public Use Permit Files

Records consist of permit applications for using public spaces (parks and plazas), related working papers and correspondence.

Disposition: Destroy when 3 years old.

2) PADC Litigation Case Files

Contains court opinions and orders, administrative rulings, correspondence, and relevant pleadings related to major cases interpreting PADC's powers and responsibilities under the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation Act and the Federal Triangle Development Act. File is arranged by case caption (name). Volume on hand 4 cubic feet. This is a closed series.

Disposition: Permanent. Transfer to NARA upon approval of this schedule.

3) Penalty Mail Report Files

Official penalty mail reports and all related papers.

Disposition: Destroy upon approval of this schedule.